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A DOUBLE WEIGHT EXTRAPOLATION THEOREM

C. J. NEUGEBAUER

Abstract. If an operator is of weak type (p0, pa) with weights (u, v) for every

(u, v) e Ap , then the same holds for 1 < p < p0.

1. A nonnegative function u on R" is said to be in Ap iff (JQu) • (JqU1~p')p~1 <

clQI^, and a pair of nonnegative functions (u, v) is in Ap iff (Íqu)(JqV1~p')p~1 <

c\Q\p. The smallest c for which these inequalities hold for all cubes Q c R" will be

referred to as the /^-constant of u, (u,v), respectively. These classes were introduced

by Muckenhoupt [3] and are important in the study of weighted norm inequalities

for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator

Affix) = sup-¿-/"l/1,

the Hilbert transform, and many others. In [1] we find the following remarkable

theorem.

Theorem 1. Let T be a sublinear operator, 1 < p0 < oo, and

u{x: \Tf{x)\>y) <-^/l/f«   for every u e Apo,

where B depends only on the A   -constant of u. Then, if\ < p < oo and u G A ,

u{x:\Tf(x)\>y)^^[\ffu,
y   j

where C depends only on the A -constant of u.

This theorem remains true if all weak type inequalities are replaced by strong type

inequalities, and in this setting was first proved by Rubio de Francia [5]. The method

of the proof of Theorem 1 given by Garcia-Cuerva in [1] is different and, as we shall

see, can be modified to obtain a double weight (u, v) version of Theorem 1.

2. The results which we obtain are best stated in the terminology of L(p, q, X)-

spaces [2]. If À is a Borel measure on R" and, for/: R" -> R,

/A*(0 = inf{v:X{|/|>v}<r},
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the nonincreasing rearrangement of /with respect to the measure À, then we write

\\f\\p,r.*={Ç[<1/pm')Vj}W\   ifl </>,*< oo,

and H/ll^.x = supr>0r1/p/A*(O,  1 < P < oo.  U dX = udx, we write \\f\\p,„.u =

WfWp <,\- The weak type inequalities in Theorem 1 can then be written as \\Tf\\p x.u

< C¡|/||„.. - C||/||,,„.
The method in [1] carries immediately over to prove the following

Theorem 2. Let 7 be a sublinear operator, 1 < p0 < oo, and\\Tf\\pgO0.u < B\\f\\pol,

for every (u, v) G A   , where B  depends only  on the A   -constant of (u, v).  Let

1 < p < oo, and let (u, v) G Ap such that \\Mj\\p,¿ „< < c\\f\\p,^-p- and \\Mf\\pu <

cll/llp t.-  Then ||7/||      .„ < C||/||   „. where C depends only on the Ap-constant of

(u,v).

The proof is exactly the same as the one given in [1] except now G =

{M(g1/lu)v~1}'. The strong type norm inequalities on the maximal function make

Lemmas 1,2 of [1] valid statements, i.e.,

Lemma 1. Let (u, v) g A for some 1 < p < oo, and for 0 < t < 1 and g > 0, let

G= {M(g1/'u)v-1}'.

(i) If p0 = p — tp/p', then (gu, Gv) g A with A -constant no larger than the

Ap-constant of (u,v) raised to the 1 — t power.

(n)If\\Mf\\p,^-P- < C\\f\\pW-P-,then\\G\\pVlJ, < C\\g\\p,/Uu.

3. It is well known that (u, v) g A if and only if (i?1-p', ul~p') g Ap,, and that

these are equivalent with ||A//|| x.u < fill/11^,,,- However, strong type inequalities

for M need not hold (see [4]), and thus the strong type inequalities for M in the

hypothesis of Theorem 2 are unnatural. We will prove the following

Theorem 3. Let 1 < p0 < oo, and let T be a sublinear operator such that ||7/|| M

< 5||/|| „ for every (u, v) g A , where B depends only upon the Ap-constant of

(u, v). If 1 < p < p0 and (u,v)e Ap, then \\Tf\\poo.u < C\\f\\pv, where C depends

only upon the A -constant of(u, v).

The proof is based on the following

Lemma 2. Let 1 < p < p0 < oo, (u, v) g A , and g > 0 in LpAp°~p)(v). Then

there exists a function G > 0 such that

(i) u(G > y) < —-^- fgpAp»-p)v,    and' yPAPO-p)   J

(ii) (G~lu, g~xv) G A , where the constants involved depend only on the Ap-constant

of(u,v).

Proof. We note that/>¿ < p' and (vl~p', u1""') g Ap,. We set

'=(/>'-íó)/(/-Í)
so that P(, = p' - tp'/p and ( p/t)' = p'/p'a. We define h by the relation

qPAPo^P^v = hPtPo-VAPo-p) D1 -p'
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and we set (as in Lemma 1)

H= {Mihl/'vl-»')up'-1}'.

Since ( u, v) g A , we get

u{Mihl/'vl-"')>y1/'} ^-^y-ifhp/'v1-p',
c

?

and hence

(1) u{Hu'(X-p,)> y^^fh^'v1'"'.

We now let G = HPo~1u~(l">~p)Ap~'í), and using (1) we check that

u{G>y}^jp£^)fgpAp^v.

Since, by Lemma 1, (hvl~p\ HuXp) g A ,, we see that

( Hl~Po u{1~p')(l~Po) hl~Po v(l~p){1~Po)) g A
\ I Pa

The proof is completed by noting that G~lu = H1~Po uiPo~1)(-p'~1), and g~lv =

/¡l ~Pa yt1-^')*1 -Po)_

Proof of Theorem 3. Let Es = {x: \Tf(x)\ > s}. Note that \\f\\p% =

\\\f\Pn\\p/Po,t, = i\f\Pog-lv for some fg'A*,-,)0 . l. if r = p/p0, 'then

s''0 u(Es)p°/p = ^"(/xe,")17' = sPo{JXesg ■ G-lu}l/r, where G is as in Lemma 2.

By Holder's inequality we obtain sp°u'ißf)p°{p < j'°||x£,II&c-„ • IJGIIÎ&ser'«.
where a = 1/r.

We first estimate ||G||„. xG-iu- The distribution function of G with respect to the

measure G~ludx is

G-lu{G(x)>y) = f G-lu^-f h <-¿-
1 J •/{C(.v)>.) >'-'{G(.v)>v) j^o/IPo-P)

by (i) of Lemma 2. Hence

(g)S-„(4<
c

and so

||G||0',oo;C-'u = sup{i1/o'(G)S-'u(0} <c.
/>0

For the estimation of

llx,Jl,G-.„ = />°(xO*-,u(0f,0.1.o   u       yQ o   * t

we note that

g-1u{xe, > y} = G-1u(Es)-xlo.1]iy)

<-^-0\\f\fp°.o ■ xio,i](y)
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From this we obtain that

(X£,)*-.U(0 < X[0,«](0,    where R = -¿||/|f/,„

and, consequently,

This implies that

s»u(E,)»»*a»-±.MCs   or   sh(E,)1» < c\\fl,v,

which was to be proved.

4. It is not known to the writer whether Theorem 3 is true if p > p0. In order to

formulate a substitute result for p > p0 we rewrite

f\f\Pv=f\f\P»p'vl-p' = f(\f\vp--i)Pvi-p'

Theorem 4. Let 1 < p0 < p < oo, and let T be a sublinear operator so that, for

every (w, i>) <= Apo,

\\Tflo.«.u < 4f\\PoV = c\\foP'<>-l\\popo.^p,o,

where c only depends on the Ap-constant of(u, v). Then, if(u, v) g Ap,

117/11 < rllri>,''-1ll
\\lj\\p,oo,u ^ C\\JV \\ppo.vi-p,

where c only depends upon the A -constant of (u, v).

Remark. Since \\fV'-l\\p¡Po,v,-P- > \\fvp'-l\\p¡p.,,-P- = |t/||,,, (see [2]), the conclu-

sion of Theorem 4 is not as strong as the corresponding weak type inequality.

The proof is based on a slight reformulation of Lemma 1, which we state as

Lemma 3. Let 1 < p0 < p < oo, (u, v) g Ap, and let t = (p - p0)/(p - 1). //

g > OisinLpAp-pa)(u),andG = {M(g1/ru)v-1}', then

(i) v1-p'{Mig1/'u)'>y} <—^--¡gpAp-p°)u,    and
K ' yP/\P~PQ)   J

(ii) (gu, Gv) G Apo.

The constants in (i) and (ii) depend only on the Ap-constant of (u, v).

Proof. Since (vx~p', ul~p) g A . with the same A --constant as the A -constant

for (u, v), we see that

J{M(^'u)>yV} yP/>

and this is (i). The proof of (ii) is exactly the same as in [1].
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Proof of Theorem 4. Let Es = [x: \Tf(x)\ > s) and note that sPo u(Es)Po/p =

sPo\\Xes\\p/Po,u = sPoÎXE,gu>for some \\g\\(p/Poy.u = I- By (ü) of Lemma 3,

sp«u(Es)Po/p < cflff'Gv = cflfCvP'-'Mig^'uYv1-"'

< c\\\f\Puvp'~'\\ II mí e-1/'« VII

,,Po

IK Wp-Po-D   '

since (p'/t)' = p/p0. This completes the proof.
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